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Photographer:  M ARTIN  GOU L D

F/ 5.6  1/ 250SEC  ISO400  |  170MM

Country:  U N ITED  K IN GDOM

I had been out all day in Western Rajasthan, India 
and not got any good shots, but I did have a great 
time. On returning to our bus, my wife nudged me. I 
looked up and out of the open window saw the lady 
behind the wall, our eyes met, I took two shots, the 
veil moved across her face and she was gone! This I 
feel captured the quintessential colours of 
Rajasthan and is my favourite image of all time. On 
the colour wheel the orange and blue are 
diametrically opposite. I did not feel that I will ever 
take a better travel shot.



DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO

Brent Mail

Why does a red chili pepper stand out so much against 
a green background?

Because red and green are on opposite sides of the 
colour wheel and create high contrast between subject 
and background.

These opposite colours are called complimentary 
colours which is what this months BootCamp 
Chal lenge is all about.

Colours can make or break an image. While colour 
theory can be a vast subject to learn, starting with the 
basics is very helpful.

In this issue, we explore complimentary colours, the 
most basic of colour theories. 

Learn how using just two colours can make your 
images pop and your subjects stand out better. 

Browse through the BootCamp members images and 
see how many different ways there are to incorporate 
complimentary colours into your images.

Welcome to issue 15 of 
Photo BootCamp Magazine! 

https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
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COM PLIM ENTARY COLOURS

"I n nature, l ight creates the color. I n 
the picture, color creates the light." 

-  Hans Hofmann



COLOUR THEORY & KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Complimentary colours are the most fundamental and simplest of the colour theories to use in photography. 
They are colours that are opposite one another on the colour wheel. Easy to remember and fairly easy to 
find just about everywhere you look in nature and in the man-made world.

Think about the colours you see in nature. Red flowers, green leaves. Purple flowers, yellow bees. Orange 
leaves, blue skies. How about sunsets with their own oranges and blues, or orange sunrises over blue 
waters. Take a walk out to your vegetable garden, plenty of complimentary colours there as well.

As for man-made options, take a look at many of the brands you see on a daily basis. What about signage 
and advertising? Companies use this tried and true colour theory because it?s easily recognizable and makes 
images grab their viewers attention.

WHY complimentary COLOURS WORK

Colours that are opposite one another on the colour wheel create a high contrast between the subject and 
the background. They are vibrant and dynamic which creates interest and a place for the eye to focus in an 
image. This contrast can also create drama and visual depth to your images. Pay attention and notice how 
colours work with each other to become more aware of how they affect your image.

A fun way to check the colours in your own images is to upload them to colour.adobe.com/ create. As 
always, you can get inspiration from Pinterest by searching for complimentary colours. You?ll find all sorts of 
examples in photography, advertising and even home decorating. Check out Brent?s Complimentary Colours 
board.

COM PLIM ENTARY COLOURS



PRACTICE

Keep it simple. While you are out looking for images to create, look for only two colours that work together. 
Keep the overall composition simple to focus on the colours. Think about what you learned in the last Issue 
about Less is More. Decide which colour is dominant and when you?re post-processing maybe reduce 
saturation/ intensity of the other colour to help your main colour character stand out. The composition is key, 
remember your basic compositional rules.

IN CONCLUSION

Using complimentary colours can bring an added level of interest to your images and make the subjects 
stand out more. They create a natural contrast that our brains find interesting. You can use them within your 
compositions or as a compositional tool on their own to raise the level of wow in your images. 

Experiment to see what works and how certain colours look and work or don?t work together within your 
image. Have fun with it.

COM PLIM ENTARY COLOURS



MEMBERS' 
IMAGES



Photographer:  K ATH Y POTTER

I was trying to use green and red for 
complimentary colors. What I did for this 
shot was to set a very slow shutter speed 
so I could move the camera as I pressed 
the shutter button and create movement in 
my photo. This shot was of a vase with 
tulips! I actually was happy with the result 
and according to the color wheel, they are 
complimentary colors.

Country:  U SA
F/ 5.6  1/ 10SEC  ISO160  |  180MM

Feedback:  N ICK EL L IS

Cool photo! I really like the colours and the 
blending of them great! I looked at this and 
thought 'one of "Rerro's". Now you've 
reached Master status!

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Photographer:  D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Last evening a nice sunset nearly 
happened but then nearly never won the 
race. I was trying to capture the sun as it hit 
the back of a cloud passing over against 
the blue empty space behind it.

Country:  IREL A N D

F/ 8  1/ 200SEC  ISO400  200MM

Feedback:  B REN T M AIL

LOVE this Denis - wow so creative. All that 
blue negative space then the 
orange/ yellow cloud framing the top of 
your composition. Great work.

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Feedback:  B REN T M AIL

OMG Judy, another stunning capture. The 
water droplet point of interest, the leading 
lines from all directions and then that golden 
colour against the blue background. Wow! 
Love how the water magnifies the centre of 
the seed head. Brilliant!

Country:  AU STRA L IA

Country:  CANADA

Photographer:  JU DY W ARD

While experimenting for the water 
challenge, I took a series of shots with this 
seed head using several different coloured 
backgrounds. I've tested this against the 
colour wheel and it meets the challenge. ISO 
is a bit high as I couldn't use a tripod due to 
the position of the natural light when 
capturing this image, and took the photo 
hand held.

F/ 7.1  1/ 100SEC  ISO1600  |  100MM



 

 

Feedback:  G IN A SKIN N ER

John - I really like this! It's fresh and vibrant :) 
You've certainly accomplished the challenge 
with this image. The shape of the plate and 
the arrangement of the fruit is well 
composed, the lemon seeds are the finishing 
touch. Makes my mouth pucker just looking at 
it ..... lol. :)

Country:  U SA

Photographer: JOH N  D ON N EL LY

Yellow on Purple, (Lemons on a Purple plate).

Country:  AU STRA L IA

F/ 8.0  0.7SECS  ISO100  |  156MM



Photographer:  K ERRIE CL ARKE

I shot this on the first day of this challenge while 
walking in the forest near my house. It was wet 
and muddy, and there were plenty of leeches! 
Amanita. 

Country:  AU STRA L IA

F/ 7.1  1SEC  ISO100  |  20MM

Kerrie. Makes me feel like I am in Middle 
Earth. I imagine the mushroom as an awning - 
shading and hiding and inviting me into an 
unseen door. Nice really sharp focus in the 
details pulls my eye around afterwards.

Country:  U SA
Feedback:  CH RISTOPH ER GOFF



Photographer:  EREZ  SH IL AT

Started with a (not pure) purple/ yellow 
pair. I usually take few photos in macro 
photography and choose the best or do 
focus stacking, but the model was not 
cooperative and flew just after the first 
one. Yet it fits so nicely to this month's 
challenge, so I decided to post in spite 
of the un-perfect focus.

Country:  ISRA EL

F/ 5.6  1/ 240SEC  ISO200

Feedback:  PETER DW IGH T

Nice shot Erez, getting a butterfly to sit 
for more than a couple of seconds is 
like winning the lottery, so, well done to 
getting this shot, colours work well for 
the challenge & good composition, 
understand the out of focus a bit, good 
job.

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Photographer:  CH RISTIAN  P IRON

For Mother?s Day, I bought a bouquet of 
flowers. I took some different pictures and 
checked with the colour wheel what would 
be the best of them for this challenge. This 
is my choice to share.

Country:  B ELGIU M

F/ 2.8  1/ 200SEC  ISO400  |  90MM

Feedback:  D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Hi Christian. A lovely composition. You have 
captured the softness of the rose and have 
maintained its delicate sharpness. I love the 
way the colours blend and enhance the 
richness of the composition. Great work. 
Well done.

Country:  IREL A N D



Photographer: G IN A SKIN N ER

My Neighbors New Fence! How fortuitous... it 's 
Blue and Orange. I really don't know how to 
improve the area behind and in front of the 
fence. So I changed those areas to black and 
white using Photoshop to reduce distractions. 
The variations in the orange paint is how it's 
really painted.

Country:  USA
CANON EOS SL1  |  F/ 4.5  1/ 500SEC  ISO100  |  

Feedback:  W AYN E Z U SSAN

Great job! Love seeing all the detail and the 
different patterns in the wood. Hope you like it!

Country:  USA



Photographer:  PETER DW IGH T

A picture out of the window as day turns to night the 
reflected blue from the stratosphere, being so high & 
the sun sinking over the horizon. My wife loves this shot 
& said I should show it & looks good on the colour 
wheel.

Country:  AU STRA L IA

SONY XPERIA XZ2 COMPACT  |  F/ 3.3  1/ 60SEC  ISO100  |  4.3MM

Feedback:  DAV E KOH

Hi Peter, your wife is right to say that you should 
show us your great shot. Nice complimentary 
colour and I love the rays. Good job

Country:  S IN GA PORE



Feedback:  G IN A SKIN N ER

Very creative! The color of the zinnia is rich 
and saturated with color. The blue is, of 
course, a perfect complement. I Imagine 
that capturing the smoke could be 
challenging as it wafts through the air. You 
will work on this new idea until you have it 
mastered, only then will you be known as 
the "Smoke Whisperer"!

Country:  U SA

Photographer: ROM Y V IL L AN U EVA

I already had green in red water droplet 
then followed it with violet and yellow 
smoke photograph. Now I am posting an 
image with blue and orange combination. 
This is a photo of an orange Zinnia flower 
with blue colored ribbon? Nah... Its blue 
colored smoke; tripod, speed light, lighted 
incense stick. I tried to let the smoke pass 
through the spaces in between petals of the 
flower and here's the result.

Country:  PH IL IPPIN ES

F/ 8  1/ 60SEC  ISO200  |  144MM



Photographer: SARA O 'B RIEN

When I saw the theme for this month, I 
immediately thought of the tray I have and a 
coffee cup that was left at my house. I tried 
a number of compositions and found I like 
this one best.

Country:  U SA

F/ 6.3  1/ 3SEC  ISO125  |  270MM

Feedback: CH RISTOPH ER GOFF

Sara, strong, simple, clean, pure, creative. I 
like the way the curve in the orange mimics 
the curve in the cup, and the handle curve 
varies but builds off the other two.

Country:  U SA



F/ 11  1/ 50SEC  ISO5600  |  45MM

Photographer:  SH EREE EBAN KS

I took this image while on my recent holiday 
in Little Cayman. I put it through the Adobe 
color wheel and they are opposite. I do like 
the contrast between the blue sky and the 
orange horizon from the sunset; although I 
feel this image may match the challenge, it 
is not of one subject/ simple that pops 
although the sunset sky does pop. I was 
excited when I saw the scene while driving 
around and jumped out of the car only to be 
met by the worst sand flies ever; so did not 
take a lot of time to pay attention to the 
settings on the camera! Another case of 
paying attention to the settings! It is a bit 
"noisy" from the very high ISO setting.

Country:  CAYM A N  ISL A N DS

Feedback:  B REN T M A IL

Great work Sheree. I've done the same thing 
on occasion when seeing colours like this - 
stopping the car and grabbing my camera 
only to be eaten by bugs. Love those dark 
blues and oranges and silhouetted shrubs. 
Well done for straightening the horizon and 
removing spot.

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Photographer: VAL ERIE W ORTH EN

Country:  U SA

Spring is just beginning to come to life so still 
a lot of brown. I saw this when traveling last 
year and thought it would fit the Red/ Green 
challenge. Taken late evening and had a hard 
time getting a decent ISO.

F/ 6.3  1/ 100SEC  ISO6400  |  70MM

Feedback:  D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Hi Valerie. I like the simplicity of this shot. Cabin in 
the woods. The red roof stands out nicely and 
invites me in. Well done.

Country:  IREL A N D



Feedback:  N ICK EL L IS

Great photo and perfect complimentary colours. Doubt 
whether it's possible to blur that background especially 
at distance. You could play in post editing software, 
though I wonder whether it needs it An added bonus 
would have been a cyclist in an orange jacket

Country:  AU STRA L IA

For my orange-blue, I was wandering the city with 
camera in hand when I recalled this drawbridge that 
had been quite recently painted with these colors. 
The existence of a cyclist is very common, as up to 
4500 bicycle commuters each weekday is common. 
The off-white backdrop is canvas suspended from a 
higher bridge undergoing repair. I picked a wide 
aperture to attempt to blur the background as much 
as possible, although it didn't really make much 
difference in this photo.

Photographer:  DAV ID  EN FIEL D

CANON 5D MKII  |  F/ 4  1/ 5000SEC  ISO200  |  105MM

Country:  U SA



Photographer: D EON  VAN  DER M ERW E

For the complimentary Colours (Red & Green) 
Challenge, taken in the Walter Sisulu Botanical 
Gardens in Johannesburg.

Country:  SOU TH  A FRICA

F/ 5.6  1/ 100SEC  ISO200  |  135MM

Feedback:  S IG RAN N EM

Hi Deon, great capture! Nice sharp focus of the beetle and 
pleasing blurring of the background. I really like the contrast 
between the vivid red and green in this image - well done!

Country:  CA N A DA



Photographer: D ERRYL FRIESEN

Novice monks banter in the early morning at 
the south pagoda of Angkor Wat, Cambodia, 
the largest religious monument in the world, 
built originally in the early 12th century by 
Khmer King Suryavarman II. Shot hand held 
in the early morning with my 100-400 
telephoto.

Country:  T H A IL A N D

F/ 5.6  1/ 320SEC  ISO800  |  310MM

Feedback:  B REN T M AIL

Cropped version works for me - less is 
more. I think in this case you could go even 
further and crop off the yellow robed monk 
on the right to be more 'on theme' and only 
have complimentary colours. I really need 
to come visit your part of the world Derryl, 
maybe after the African trip. So many 
unusual subjects that we don't normally get 
to photograph. Well done.

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Feedback: D ERRYL FRIESEN

Very nice Keri. I so enjoy birds and the huge 
variety of design that went into each amazing 
species. SO SPECIAL! The red and green is a 
fresh diversion from flowers and greenery!

Country:  THAILAND

Final submission for this challenge is for the 
red and green brief. Couldn't go past a 
lorikeet action shot.

Photographer:  KERI 
Country:  AUSTRALIA

F/ 5  1/ 1250SEC  ISO640  |  117MM



F/ 9  1/ 4SEC  ISO1000  |  15MM

Photographer:  PETER B RODY

Country:  U SA

This is the spiral staircase in the Sagrada 
Familia in Barcelona, Spain. 

Feedback:  D EN IS O?B YRN E

Hi Peter. Interesting perspective, well shot.

I like the detail you achieved here. Well done.

Country:  IREL A N D



Feedback:  EREZ  SH IL AT

Beautiful image Christine. I love the blurred 
flowers triangle that surrounds the sharp one. Very 
nicely illuminated (processed?) as well. Love it!

Country:  ISRA EL

Photographer:  CH RISTIN E ROCH ER

Image I took in my garden. The Plumbago has just 
started to flower, so I took advantage of the burst of 
colour to get complimentary colours using purple.

Country: AU STRA L IA

F/ 2.8  1/ 1600SEC  ISO100  |  90MM



Photographer: T ESSA B L EW CH AM P

I found it really difficult to get an orange/ blue 
combination and this is a bit of a cheat 
(although it was good enough for Andy Warhol, 
albeit a different brand!). I used orange and blue 
paper and two off-camera flashes in soft boxes, 
one either side. In post, I tweaked the tone 
curve in Lightroom and the colour hue and 
saturation for the blue and orange to get the 
best complimentary effect I could.

Country: UNITED KINGDOM

F/ 16  1/ 125SEC  ISO100  |  105MM

Feedback:  D EN IS O?B YRN E

Hi Tessa. Simple shot and good use of what?s 
around you. Cheat or not, you still had to set the 
shot up and take it. It is well lit with a nice 
balance. Clarity and sharpness is good. Well 
done.

Country:  IREL A N D



Photographer: A N DREW  ROB IN SON

Country: AUSTRALIA

F/ 5.6  1/ 1000SEC  ISO1600  |  400MM

Feedback:  T ESSA B L EW CH AM P

The complimentary colours certainly add 
to the impact here Andrew. I like the 
simplicity of the shot too - just the bird 
against the background - and the eye and 
beak are beautifully in focus.

Country: U N ITED  K IN GDOM



Feedback: SH EREE EBAN KS

Interesting shot, Barry. I love all the 
negative space in the blue sky. and the 
yellow with the blue fading to purple. Well 
done!

Country:  CAYM A N  ISL A N DS

Photographer: B ARRY W IL L IAM S

Country:  CA N A DA

So here's a picture from the archives. This is a 
canola field on the way to Writing-on-Stone, 
Alberta, Canada. I checked it out on adobe, 
seems to meet the challenge.

CANON EOS 50D  |  F/ 9  1/ 125SEC  ISO100  |  31MM



Feedback:  T ESSA B L EW CH AM P

Beautifully sharp shot Andrew - and I love the 
water droplets. Perhaps some of the dark area 
at the bottom could be cropped to make the 
flower even more the focus of attention.

Country:  U N ITED  K IN GDOM

This has been a very busy month for me and as 
a result the challenge has constantly been put 
on the back burner. Although I kept a lookout for 
possible subjects I have not seen too much in 
the purple/ yellow and orange/ blue 
combinations until I was at the local nursery this 
morning. Here is my purple/ yellow submission. 
The Viola flower.

Photographer: A N DREW  T H OM SON

F/ 5  1/ 100SEC  ISO100  |  105MM

Country:  AU STRA L IA



FEATURED 
ARTIST



Country:  USA

Photographer: CH RISTOPH ER GOFF

F/ 16  1.6SEC  ISO100  |  36MM

?First do ?red & green? then ?purple & yellow? then 
?blue & orange???. With that in the back of mind this 
particular morning started in the closet innocently 
enough - looking for a shirt to wear ? and found an 
orange shirt near a blue one - ultimately leading to 
this image.

F EA T URED 
IM A G E

C H R I S T O P H E R  G O F F
U SA



GETTING TO KNOW  
OUR FEATURED ARTIST:

CH RISTOPH ER 
GOFF

Brent :  How did you get started in photography?

Kit :  We all have followed so many different roads.  I entered the 
?dabble with interest but neither passion nor focus? stage in 
photography shooting slide film with my first Kodak Brownie Starmite 
camera at age 11 ? and stayed in that stage for years.  It was only near 
the end of a full and immensely rewarding career of over 40 years as a 
practicing physician, (and after electronic sensors replaced film and 
processing could be done on a computer), that dabbling was slowly 
joined by focus and rising passion. What happened?  I found that 
when I had a camera in my hand I inexplicably became attuned to the 
world around me ? I saw it differently ? more intensely and more 
intentionally ? and reveled in its beauty and diversity.  Added to that, 
by then for the first time I found I, too could crop and experiment with 
?looks? for the photos I had taken with the computer.

Brent :  What inspires and motivates you to continue taking pictures?

Kit : I am not one of those who can preconceive the shot I want then go to find it.  So that capturing the ?perfect? 
final image (and I know this may be sacrilege) is only a secondary motivator for me.  My wife will often ask ?Why 
do you (still) get up to shoot sunrises??  Well, because standing, waiting to see (and hear) and be part of all the 
beautiful things that happen with the rising sun is why I pick up a camera.  Just having it in my hand makes me 
more mindful and aware. And yes, of course there is a big reward when the final image(s), which chronicle this 
journey and allows it to be shared, resonates and gets a ?well done?.

U SA



F EA T URED 
A RT IS T

C H R I S T O P H E R  G O F F
U SA

"The only photographer you should compare 
yourself to is the one you used to be " 

-   Unknown

Kit 's favor it e inspirat ional quot e:



Brent :  Tell us about the featured image: What was the inspiration behind it? What was your process to get 
it? How did you do the post processing? 

Kit :  This particular photo may actually represent one of my most challenging ? not so much for any 
achievements in the final technical product, but for the process used in bringing it to life.   As such, it is truly a 
personal ?stepping stone? image.  I usually work like a stone or wood sculptor - trying to identify and then 
extract a final image from what is already in place around me.  In this case, though, there was nothing ?in place? 
to extract from ? meaning I worked the other way around, I was quite intentional, creating the setting from a 
concept.  [The concept?s roots are a series of paintings of the ?Power of One? by Connecticut artist Rob De 
Bartolo variously depicting one individual standing against the tide, with nods to the use of Magritte?s ?The Son 
of Man? and the men in the bowler hats in the movie ?The Thomas Crown Affair? as well as the recent ?Less is 
More? BootCamp challenge.]  It was triggered by noticing the white blouses hanging together in my wife?s side of 
the closet, and an orange shirt and orange tie hanging on my side.  And then one reaction led to another until 
(with a bunch of trial ?sketch photos? in between) the final submitted ?couple? of colored shirts facing down the 
tide of monotonal white shirts marching uniformly in lockstep image was born ? and, hopefully and 
intentionally, was ?open? enough to allow further interpretation and speculation of meaning and intent by a 
viewer. The result of the mini stepping stone of using ?designed? artificial lighting (or lack thereof) when shooting 
the image left challenges for Lightroom post processing.  Temperature adjustment  and straightening were 
followed by creating two masked areas ? one covering the whole image using the 100% part of  the gradient 
filter (but with the colored areas ?erased?), the other using the brush tool to include only the colored areas.  The 
?white? portion of the photo could then be brightened, desaturated, and softened modifying the filter settings, 
and the colored part could separately have colors tweaked and brightened and intensified using the brushed 
area.  Masking was problematic, and the end result may have been a bit heavy handed.  Overall it might have 
been better done using photoshop, but using that using program will be yet another future stepping stone .

F EA T URED 
A RT IS T

C H R I S T O P H E R  G O F F
U SA



Brent : What is your favorite subject to photograph?

Kit :  Perhaps related to the reasons I pick up the camera in the first place I gravitate toward nature, big and 
small. 

Brent : What advice would you give to someone just starting on their photography adventure? 

Kit : Pick up your camera and shoot and share.  Repeat.  Again, and again, and yet again.  Yes, try to read and 
learn techniques to enhance your message.  Importantly, listen for and work to trust the voice you hear or 
feeling you get, do not allow that muse to be drowned out by approval ratings or doubts.  

Remember, there was a ?rest of the story? after the caterpillar?s lament of ?If only I ...?

F EA T URED 
A RT IS T

C H R I S T O P H E R  G O F F
U SA



Brent : What is the most challenging photo you?ve ever taken and how did you overcome those challenges?

Kit :  The most challenging photo? Probably the one not yet taken.  Actually, risking publicly sharing or 
displaying images that might be less than perfect has been the most major challenge.  In medicine you have to 
be ?right?, perfect in fact, or someone suffers.  And although patients are partners with their doctors, to the 
doctor the responsibility for making perfect choices feels to be heavily weighted on their own side of the 
equation.  Being steeped in that tradition, it is hard to overcome the same feeling of responsibility (or failure) 
when a photograph does not resonate 100% of the time with 100% of the people.  Particularly while in the steep 
part of the learning curve, when ?non-resonance? with an image occurs, it is hard to continue to trust your inner 
muse and remember that every viewer?s ?reception? is not the same ? each one has different needs and 
expectations that may or may not match the image.  Enter BootCamp - which is proving to be just the right 
prescription for this malady.  The folks here in this community are so supportive, and terrific at sharing their 
insights freely and thoughtfully!

F EA T URED 
A RT IS T

C H R I S T O P H E R  G O F F
U SA



MEMBERS' 
IMAGES



 
Feedback:  B REN DA POTTS

Great colors and stunning background!

I love the feel of movement and vibrancy.

Country:  USA

 

Photographer:  DAV E KOH

A species of orchid flower which 
depicts the purple and yellow 
complimentary colour.

Country:  SINGAPORE

F/ 6.3  1/ 60SEC  ISO160  |  200MM



Feedback:  PETER DW IGH T

Great capture Deon, one of my favourite 
birds, lovely colours, very pretty bird & a 
beautiful Blue & Orange for the challenge, 
well done.

Country:  AU STRA L IA

Photographer: D EON  H OFFM AN

In the theme of blue-orange contrast and 
I've opted for this image of a Malachite 
Kingfisher that I was so fortunate to spot 
looking for its last meal of the day. The 
light was very low at the time and using 
my 300mm zoom lens I was compelled to 
activate my flash. I was concerned that 
the flashing light would startle the little 
bird but it fortunately did not and allowed 
me to take a few.

Country:  U
F/ 5.6  1/ 60SEC  ISO400  |  300MM



Photographer:  D IAN A Z IL AH Y

Before heading for Zimbabwe (really 
looking forward to meeting some of you 
boot-campers). Still working with the 
macro lens. Purple is not a color that is 
easily found in my home - with the 
exception of this African Violet. So I put it 
against a yellow background and this is 
what I came up with.

Country:  U SA

I like your creative approach to setting up 
this image. The detail in the plane of 
focus really catches my eye - the yellow 
center and the glistening on the petals 
left and right of center. How exciting for 
you to be off to Zimbabwe!

Feedback: DAV ID  EN FIEL D

Country:  U SA



Photographer:  EDWARD RORER

Time is running out for this class and so I was 
thinking this morning that I better go into the 
archives to come up with an orange and blue 
image for the class. The first image posted 
here was taken a year ago in Italy. I loved the 
way the buildings framed the bell tower and 
when I took this photo was completely 
unaware about the color wheel, but in 
hindsight it seems to meet the criteria of the 
challenge. Then, this morning, while driving I 
noticed this nice gentleman in a bright orange 
sweatshirt standing in front of his blue truck. 
Now that the challenge has educated me on 
contrasting colors, I thought I have to capture 
this image! There is nothing artistic about this 
shot but the challenge has me looking at 
colors differently now and I thought it would 
be fun to include it. 

Country: USA
F/ 3.2  1/ 500SEC  ISO100  |  35MM

Feedback: JACKIE SCH EFER

Wow! This is just a wonderful architectural 
image. Colors, perspective and leading lines are 
just perfect. Very well done.

Country:  SWITZERLAND



Feedback:  G IN A SKIN N ER

Awesome Capture! Razor sharp and so 
detailed that I am able to completely 
appreciate the mosaic, stain glass 
patterned, cellophane wings. The jewel 
toned iridescent head and body are 
exquisite in color. Love the red and green 
complimentary colors! :)

Country:  U SA

Photographer:  JACKIE SCHEFER

This beautiful red dragonfly (Neurothemis 
Fulvia) was resting near a pond. We can 
see a lot of those red dragonfly flying over 
the swimming pools in south Thailand.

Country:  SWITZERLAND

F/ 6.4  1/ 280SEC  ISO200  |  100MM



Feedback: D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Hi James. A much stronger image. The subject is 
clear and nice detail. The light balance is good 
and enhances the shot in my view. Good work. 
Well done.

Country:  IREL A N D

Photographer:  JAM ES H EDL EY

Apples Huon Valley. Tasmania.

Country:  AU STRA L IA

F/ 10  1/ 400SEC  ISO200  |  38MM



Feedback:  DAV ID  EN FIEL D

What great fortune to have this bright orange 
kite against the clear blue sky - great catch! 
Good open space to the right to fly into. I've 
been having a hard time finding subjects in 
which the prominent colors are orange/ blue.

Country:  U SA

Country:  AUSTRALIA

Photographer:  JAN ET PL AN CK

F/ 4  1/ 500SEC  ISO125  |  105MM

Yippee! My first upload after joining 2 months 
ago but then sustaining a pretty decent injury 
that kept me from being able to participate! 
Stanwell Park in NSW, Australia - a well known 
place to kite.



Photographer: JEN N Y GREGORY

My image....orange and blue. Part of a Strelitzia 
flower from my garden. 

Country:  AU STRA L IA

F/ 5.6  1/ 500SEC  ISO100  |  300MM

Feedback:  CAROL AN N  M AN DEL A

Hi Jenny, I like it, I almost find the bee secondary 
to the way the orange and blue play off each 
other, it feels as if the blue is sailing through 
those orange parts (not sure the botanical 
description!)

Country:  U SA



Photographer: J IM  W H EEL ER

Here's my attempt at this complimentary 
color challenge. Start with red on green. It 's 
a geranium in my backyard. Shot with a 
90mm macro on a monopod and a remote 
shutter release. 

F/ 8.0  1/ 13SEC  ISO100

Country:  U SA

Feedback: D EN ISE M CK AY

Excellent clean-up on this well composed 
and shot image. I was going to make the 
same editing suggestions since this photo 
looks so nice fully blown up. I think you can 
lose the fly as it doesn't add interest to this 
photo. Well done!

Country:  U SA



Photographer: JORG RAU TH E

My wife loves hibiscus and Macro photography got 
my attention. So much to learn.

Country:  U SA
SONY A7 RIII  |  F/ 14  1/ 1000SEC  ISO5000  |  90MM

Feedback: D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Hi Jorg. nice image here. Good clarity and sharpness yet 
the softness of the petals is maintained. Well done.

Country:  IREL A N D



Feedback:  SH EREE EBAN KS

LOL, Leila! You did a great job in capturing this 
in a moving car on a selfie stick! I would 
actually take out the darker shadow on the 
right hand side maybe crop out the right hand 
side to the cliff base. I cannot believe you got 
this so clear! Those phones are amazing. Well 
done!

Country:  CAYM A N  ISL A N DS

Now for something blue and orange. This is a 
sunset shot in Sedona, Arizona. Gorgeous 
country at any time with those red rocks. 
However, the jeep driver wasn't stopping for 
photo opps so I captured this image by 
holding a selfie stick over the roof of the jeep 
and snapping bursts. Anything for one's art!

Photographer:  L EIL A GON Z AL EZ  
SU L L IVAN

Country:  U SA
IPHONE X  |  F/ 1.8  1/ 800SEC  ISO20  |  4MM



F/ 5.6  1/ 100SEC  ISO100  |  90MM

Photographer: M ARION  ROB IN SON

Decided to stick to the flower theme for 
orange and blue theme. Found an orange 
flower and a blue pot and asked a friend to 
hold the flower in front of it. It would have 
been better if pot was completely blue but 
you work with what you have.

Country:  N EW  Z EA L A N D

Feedback:  SA RA O 'B RIEN

Marion, a lovely representation of the 
challenge. I like the soft colors and the fact 
that the blue is not a solid color, makes for a 
more compelling image. Well done.

Country:  U SA



Photographer:  N ICK EL L IS

I was having real trouble finding yellow on purple, or 
purple on yellow, so resorted to the studio yellow 
planet with a purple space background and a little 
hokery pokery and the wake of the golf ball comet.

Country: AUSTRALIA

F/ 4  20SEC  ISO3200  |  16MM

Feedback: SARA O 'B RIEN

Nick, I love it!!! Very creative and well 
composed.

Country: U SA



Feedback:  K ERRIE CL ARKE

I'm a lover of grasses, and you've captured this 
beautifully. Love the blurred flower spikes in the 
background and the subtle colours. My only 
suggestion might be to clone out the light spot 
above the spike in bottom right of the frame.

Country:  AUSTRALIA

Photographer:  RODN EY CH ARLTON

I was walking through a park during my lunch 
break the other day and found some grasses 
blowing in the wind. Happened to have my 
camera with me ;-). I liked the purples and 
yellows.

Country:  AU STRA L IA

F/ 4  1/ 125SEC ISO200  |  40MM



Feedback:  D ERRYL FRIESEN

Haha! This is great Ruth. I love the browney/ orange 
textures and shapes against the striking blue sky. Well 
executed!

Country:  THAILAND

Photographer:  RU TH  LOPEZ

I had to hang over railing of a stairway, pointing my 
camera up at a severe angle to catch this whirligig as 
it spun, without getting much of the 85+ ft trees that 
surround my home. In the Pacific Northwest, a clear 
blue sky is rare, so this is one of the few shots I got in 
between the many clouds to rolling by. This gave me 
a great appreciation for folks like wildlife 
photographers, waiting for the right moment with the 
right lighting, praying for the right weather. What 
patience!

Country:  USA
F/ 5.6  1/ 500SEC  ISO100  |  50MM



Feedback:  T ESSA B L EW CH AM P

Love this, Sig. I reminds me of those spinning 
paintings that were popular when I was a kid. The 
blurring really emphasizes the colour blocks and 
the contrasts. Great work!

Country:  UNITED KINGDOM

Photographer:  S IG RAN N EM

Still having challenges finding complimentary 
colour subjects, so my second photo this month is 
an abstract image shot at my local garden centre - 
purple pansies and some other yellow flowers. The 
shot was zoomed out from 240 mm to 60mm over 
4 seconds. To achieve this I used a neutral density 
filter. 

Country:  CANADA
F/ 22  ISO50  |  60MM



Feedback:  JACKIE SCH EFER

Well done, now your image is perfect. Colors 
are fantastic.

Country:  SW ITZ ERL A N D

F/ 22  1/ 250SEC  ISO100  |  50MM

Photographer:  W AYN E Z U SSM AN

My submission for this challenge was shot in 
the Fall in the Adirondack Mountains in NY.

Country:  U SA
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